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A B S T R A C T   

Background: Limited research has been conducted on the impact of rituximab on immune function 
and the incidence of side effects in children undergoing combination chemotherapy for aggressive 
mature B-cell lymphoma/leukemia. 
Methods: Clinical data from 85 patients with primary pediatric aggressive mature B-cell lym-
phoma/leukemia, treated according to the Chinese Children’s Cancer Group (CCCG)-mature B- 
cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma (BNHL)-2015 protocol from June 1, 2015, to December 1, 2022, 
were collected from three tertiary medical centers in China. Patients with pre-existing malig-
nancies or primary immune deficiencies (PIDs) were excluded. 
Results: Between June 1, 2015, and December 1, 2022, 85 patients (65 [76.5%] boys and 20 
[23.5%] girls; mean age, 6.95 years) were enrolled, and immune data at baseline during follow- 
up were analyzed. At the end of chemotherapy, a higher proportion of patients in the R4 group 
exhibited a decrease in peripheral blood CD3− CD19+ B cells (20[100%] of 20 vs 13[47.8%] of 
18, p = 0.04), CD3+ T cells (21[91.3%] of 23 vs 14[60.9%] of 23, p = 0.016), and serum IgM (14 
[60.9%] of 23 vs 4[17.4%] of 23, p = 0.003) compared to the R3 group. However, these dif-
ferences were no longer statistically significant six months after chemotherapy administration. 
The combination of rituximab with AA was associated with a higher incidence of significant 
thrombocytopenia (49[81.7%] of 60 vs 29[52.7%] of 55, p = 0.001) and infection (35[58.3%] of 
60 vs 17[30.9%] of 55, p = 0.003) compared to AA alone. Furthermore, the combination of 
rituximab with BB was linked to a higher incidence of significant thrombocytopenia (32[52.5%] 
of 61 vs 31[31.0%] of 100, p = 0.007) compared to BB alone. 
Conclusions: While the effects of rituximab in combination with intense chemotherapy for 
childhood aggressive mature B-cell lymphoma/leukemia on children’s immune function generally 
recovers within six months it may still prolong the recovery from immunoglobulinemia, posing a 
risk of secondary infections. Further studies are required to identify children with potential pri-
mary immunodeficiencies.  
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1. Introduction 

Rituximab is a first-generation anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody [1]. Since its approval for clinical use more than 20 years ago, it has 
rapidly become a cornerstone for the treatment of CD20-positive malignancies [2,3]. While therapies harnessing the immune system 
have transformed the treatment landscape for many diseases, they may also pose risks and give rise to adverse secondary events. The 
main adverse effects of rituximab include infusion-related events, hematological events, and cardiovascular events, but there are few 
reports on its toxicity and immune system inhibition after combination with intense chemotherapy [3,4]. Therefore, the possible 
advantages of rituximab need to be weighed against the potential risks of unforeseen and serious adverse reactions. 

The Chinese Children’s Cancer Group (CCCG)-mature B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma (BNHL)-2015 (CCCG-BNHL-2015) study 
marked the first prospective multi-institutional investigation conducted by the CCCG lymphoma group. The protocol increased the 4- 
year event-free survival (EFS) of pediatric patients with aggressive mature B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma/leukemia (B-NHL/B-AL) 
from 76% to 88.3% [5]. A pre-specified secondary objective of the CCCG-BNHL-2015 protocol was to evaluate the toxicity profile 
associated with the addition of rituximab and to appraise its feasibility in the setting of a developing country. To assess the safety of 
rituximab combined with intensive chemotherapy for treating invasive mature B-cell lymphoma in children, we prospectively sum-
marized and analyzed clinical data from children with invasive mature B-cell lymphoma initially treated at three tertiary medical 
centers in China. 

This study aimed to examine the effects of adding rituximab to intensive chemotherapy on immune reconstitution after active 
treatment. Research gaps exist in the identification of children and adolescents who may benefit from immunoglobulin replacement 
therapy and revaccination. Our results provide new data to help fill this gap, particularly in justifying the use of rituximab in 
developing countries [6]. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Patients 

From June 1, 2015, to December 1, 2022, children and adolescents with primary aggressive mature B-cell lymphoma/leukemia 
with a pathological or cytological diagnosis who attended the Department of Hematology/Oncology of the Shanghai Children’s 
Medical Centre, the Department of Pediatrics of Xiangya Hospital of Central South University and the Department of Pediatrics of the 
Second Hospital of West China of Sichuan University were treated according to the China Children’s Cancer Group (CCCG) BNHL-2015 
protocol. The exclusion criteria were the absence of congenital immune disease, no history of organ transplantation, and no secondary 
tumor. General clinical and immune data on the child should be available. 

The study was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of Shanghai Children’s Medical Center (SCMCIRB-J2014004). We also 
officially registered it on the International Clinical Trials website (ClinicalTrials.gov ID: NCT02405676). The guardians of the children 
have also provided their signed consent. 

Tumor biopsies and cytological, immunological, and genetic examinations were performed to diagnose B-NHL/B-AL. NHL subtypes 
were classified according to the 2008 WHO classification of lymphomas [7]. Clinical staging was performed using the St. Jude/Murphy 
staging criteria [8]. Patients meeting the stage IV diagnostic criteria, involving central and/or bone marrow infiltration and a pro-
portion of bone marrow-naïve cells of >30%, were categorized into the mature B-cell leukemia group. The patients were classified into 
R1, R2, R3, and R4 groups according to their clinical stage and pretreatment serum lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) levels. Group R1 
included completely resected stages I and II; group R2 included incompletely resected stages I and II with LDH less than two times the 
upper limit of the normal value; group R3 included stage III with LDH less than four times the normal value; stage I/II with LDH more 
than two times the normal value; and less than four times of the normal value; group R4 included stage III with LDH more than four 
times the normal value, and all stage IV and leukemia stages. Children in group R4 were treated with a single dose of rituximab (375 
mg/m2) before the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th courses of chemotherapy in group R3. The therapeutic framework of each group was as 
follows: Group R1 had three courses of treatment, alternating between regimens A and B; Group R2 had five courses of treatment, 
alternating between regimens A and B; Group R3 had six courses of treatment, with regimen P + A for the first course of treatment, 
followed by BB and AA regimens alternately (P + A-BB-AA-BB-AA-BB); and group R4 had six courses of treatment, with the addition of 
one dose of rituximab to the regimen of Group R3 from the second course of treatment onwards (P + A-RBB-RAA-RBB-RAA-BB). 
Specific programs have been published previously [5]. The specific chemotherapy regimens are listed in Table S1. 

2.2. Procedures 

An enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) was used to determine serum immunoglobulin levels (IgG, IgM, and IgA), and 
flow cytometric counts of peripheral blood T, B, and natural killer (NK) cell subsets and/or absolute values were performed at baseline, 
at the end of chemotherapy, and every 6 months thereafter. The normal reference values for lymphocyte subset counts and serum 
immunoglobulin levels are listed in Tables S2–S5. After each course of treatment and before the next course, the National Cancer 
Institute’s (NCI) Treatment-Related Adverse Events (TRAE) scale was used to score serious adverse events, and a score of more than 3 
was considered a criterion for serious adverse events. 
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2.3. Statistical analysis 

All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 25.0 (IBM SPSS, 2017). Count data were expressed as percentages and 
numbers of cases using the χ2 test. All comparisons were two-sided, and p-values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

3. Results 

3.1. Clinical characteristics of patients 

Between January 1, 2015, and December 1, 2022, 85 children who met the enrollment requirements and received chemotherapy 
according to the regimen at three Chinese tertiary care centers were enrolled. Forty-one children were classified into group R3 and 
received intensified chemotherapy, whereas 44 children were classified into group R4 and received intensified chemotherapy and four 
doses of rituximab. 

The baseline characteristics of the 85 patients are presented in Table 1. The children included in this study had an average age of 
6.95 years at the time of diagnosis. A total of 65 boys and 20 girls, with a male-to-female ratio of 3.25:1, were included in the study. The 
pathological types included Burkitt’s lymphoma in 49 cases (57.6%), diffuse large B-cell lymphoma in 11 cases (12.9%), other high- 
grade B-cell lymphomas in 15 cases (17.6%), and mature B-cell acute leukemia in 10 cases (11.8%). 

3.2. Lymphocytes after the end of chemotherapy 

The recovery of peripheral blood immune cells in children at the end of chemotherapy is shown in Table 2. The lymphocyte count 
ranges are listed in Table S7. At the end of chemotherapy, the total peripheral blood lymphocyte count of most patients was below 
normal (33 [76.7%] of 43 patients vs. 35 [87.5%] of 40 patients). We gathered immune function indices from laboratory tests con-
ducted at the conclusion of chemotherapy for 46 children (23 in the R3 group and 23 in the R4 group). Notably, CD3− CD19+ B cells 
showed a decrease in 13 out of 18 (72.2%) cases in the R3 group and 20 out of 20 (100%) cases in the R4 group, indicating a sta-
tistically significant difference (p = 0.04). Additionally, CD3+ T cell counts decreased in both groups, but the proportions exhibited a 
significant difference (91.3% vs. 60.9%, p = 0.016). Low CD3− CD56+ NK cells counts were presented in 12(60.0%) of 20 patients who 
received chemotherapy versus 8 (44.4%) of 18 who received chemotherapy with rituximab, while the difference was not statistically 
significant (p = 0.338). 

Six months after the end of chemotherapy, we collected information on the immune cell counts of 37 children (18 in the R3 group 
and 19 in the R4 group). Lymphocyte counts rebounded in both groups of children; however, interestingly, the total peripheral blood 
lymphocyte counts were lower (R3 vs. R4, 27.0% vs. 38.9%, p = 0.281). Except for CD3− CD56+ NK cells (R3 vs. R4, 23.1% vs. 70.6%, 
p = 0.01), the percentage decline in each immune cell count was not significantly different between the two groups. One (7.7%) of 13 
children from the R3 group and 5 (29.4%) of 17 children from the R4 group still had low CD3− CD19+ B cell counts, but the difference 

Table 1 
Patient clinical and laboratory characteristics at baseline.  

Characteristics All patients R3 R4 

Number of patients 85 44(51.8%) 41(48.2%) 
Age(range),years 6.95(2–13) 6.95(2–13) 7.11(2–13) 
Median age in years 6 7 6 

<5 33(38.8%) 16(18.8%) 17(41.5%) 
5~10 37(43.5%) 22(25.9%) 15(36.6%) 
>10 15(17.6%) 6(13.6%) 9(22.0%) 

Gender 
Male 65(76.5%) 36(81.8%) 29(70.7%) 
Female 20(23.5%) 8(18.1%) 12(29.3%) 

Pathological diagnosis 
Burkitt lymphoma 49(57.6%) 32(72.7%) 17(41.5%) 
Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma 11(12.9%) 5(11.4%) 6(14.6%) 

High-grade mature B-cell lymphoma, NOS 15(17.6) 7(15.9%) 8(19.5%) 
mature B-cell acute leukemia 10(11.8%) / 10(24.4%) 

St Jude stage 
Stage II 3(3.5%) 3(6.8%) / 
Stage III 63(74.1%) 41(93.2%) 22(53.7%) 
Stage IV 13(15.3%) / 13(31.7%) 

Leukemia presentation (mature B-cell acute leukemia) 6(7.1%) / 6(14.6%) 
LDH 

<2 N 44(51.8%) 36(81.8%) 8(19.5%) 
2–4 N 14(16.5%) 8(18.2%) 6(14.6%) 
>4 N 27(31.8%) / 27(65.9%) 

Bone marrow involvement 17(2.9%) / 17(41.5%) 
CNS involvement 7(8.2%) / 7(17.1%) 

NOS, not otherwise specified. 
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Table 2 
Lymphocytes after the end of chemotherapy.   

the end of chemotherapy 6 months after the end of 
chemotherapy 

1 year after the end of chemotherapy 2 years after the end of 
chemotherapy 

3 years after the end of 
chemotherapy  

R3 R4 P Value R3 R4 P Value R3 R4 P Value R3 R4 P Value R3 R4 P Value 

Total lymphocytes 43 40  37 36  39 37  25 29  18 21  
Low 33 

(76.7%) 
35 
(87.5%) 

0.203 10 
(27.0%) 

14 
(38.9%) 

0.281 2(5.1%) 2(5.4%) >0.999 2(8%) 2(6.9%) >0.999 0(0%) 1(4.8%) >0.999 

CD3+ T cells 23 23  18 19  31 34  13 20  9 9  
Low 14 

(60.9%) 
21 
(91.3%) 

0.016 2(11.1%) 4(21.1%) 0.709 3(9.7%) 3(8.8%) >0.999 3 
(23.1%) 

2 
(10.0%) 

0.598 1 
(11.1%) 

1 
(11.1%) 

>0.999 

CD3+ CD4+ cells 23 23  18 19  31 34  13 20  9 9  
Low 20 

(87.0%) 
21 
(91.3%) 

>0.999 4(22.2%) 6(31.6%) 0.787 4(12.9%) 3(8.8%) 0.897 3 
(23.1%) 

3 
(15.0%) 

0.900 2 
(22.2%) 

2 
(22.2%) 

>0.999 

CD3+ CD8+ cells 23 23  18 19  31 34  13 20  9 9  
Low 11 

(47.8%) 
17 
(73.9%) 

0.070 3(16.7%) 3(15.8%) >0.999 1(3.2%) 4(11.8%) 0.410 1(7.7%) 1(5.0%) >0.999 0(0%) 1 
(11.1%) 

>0.999 

CD3− CD19+ B cells 18 20  13 17  29 35  12 19  9 10  
Low 13 

(72.2%) 
20(100%) 0.040 1(7.7%) 5(29.4%) 0.311 0(0.0%) 2(5.7%) 0.497 0(0.0%) 1(5.3%) >0.999 1 

(11.1%) 
1(10%) >0.999 

CD3− CD56+ NK cells 18 20  13 17  29 34  12 18  9 9  
Low 8(44.4%) 12 

(60.0%) 
0.338 3(23.1%) 12 

(70.6%) 
0.010 12 

(41.4%) 
13 
(38.2%) 

0.799 4 
(33.3%) 

7 
(38.9%) 

>0.999 2 
(22.2%) 

5 
(55.6%) 

0.335  
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Table 3 
Immunoglobulins after the end of chemotherapy.   

the end of chemotherapy 6 months after the end of chemotherapy 1 year after the end of chemotherapy 2 years after the end of chemotherapy 3 years after the end of chemotherapy  

R3 R4 P Value R3 R4 P Value R3 R4 P Value R3 R4 P Value R3 R4 P Value 

IgA 23 23  17 15  28 31  11 19  10 13  
Low 2(8.7%) 4(17.4%) 0.662 1(5.9%) 5(33.3%) 0.076 3(10.7%) 17(54.8%) <0.001 2(18.2%) 10(52.6%) 0.142 1(10%) 11(84.6%) 0.001 
IgM 23 23  17 18  28 31  11 20  10 13  
Low 4(17.4%) 14(60.9%) 0.003 0(0.0%) 2(11.1%) 0.486 0(0.0%) 3(9.7%) 0.273 0(0.0%) 1(5.0%) >0.999 0(0.0%) 2(15.4%) 0.486 
IgG 23 23  17 18  28 31  11 20  10 13  
Low 6(26.1%) 10(43.5%) 0.216 0(0.0%) 12(66.7%) <0.001 1(3.6%) 6(19.4%) 0.142 0(0.0%) 5(25.0%） 0.193 0(0.0%) 4(30.8%) 0.169  
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was not statistically significant (p = 0.311). 
One year after the end of chemotherapy, we collected information on the immune cell counts of 65 children by which time most of 

the children’s immune cell counts had returned to normal values, with no statistically significant differences between the two groups. 
The B-cell counts of 29 children in the R3 group returned to normal, whereas the values of two of the 35 children in the R4 group (one 
of whom only had data on his B-cell counts) were still lower than normal values. Two years after the completion of chemotherapy, we 
collected information on the immune cell counts of 13 children in the R3 group and 20 children in the R4 group. At this time, there 
were still individual children whose immune cell counts did not reach normal values, and some of them had not recovered to the 
normal level three years after the end of chemotherapy, which suggests that these children may suffer from a combination of primary 
immunodeficiencies. 

3.3. Immunoglobulins after the end of chemotherapy 

The addition of Rituximab may have a significant effect on the decrease in immunoglobulin counts of children (Table 3). At the end 
of chemotherapy, 4 (17.4%) of 23 children in the R3 group versus 14 (60.9%) of 23 children in the R4 group had a low IgM con-
centration p = 0.003, which is a statistically significant difference. The IgM values of the children in both groups almost normalized 6 
months after the end of chemotherapy. 

Six months after the end of treatment, none (0 of 17) of the R3 group had low IgG concentrations, whereas 12 (66.7%) of 18 
children in the R4 group had low IgG concentrations (p < 0.001). One year after the end of chemotherapy, there were still 1 (3.6%) of 
28 children in group R3 and 6 (19.4%) of 31 children in group R4 whose IgG concentrations did not return to normal values, and 4 
(30.8%) of 13 children in group R4 still did not have normal IgG values at 3 years after the end of chemotherapy. 

From 1 year after the end of treatment to 3 years after the end of treatment, there were still some children with IgA concentration 
below normal, and children in the R4 group were more inclined to have low IgA values. The ranges of immunoglobulin levels after 
chemotherapy are summarized in Table S6. 

3.4. Incidence of severe adverse reactions after chemotherapy 

To investigate the adverse effects of rituximab addition, we determined the incidence of the four main adverse effects (neutropenia, 
thrombocytopenia, mucositis and infection) after the R-AA/AA or R–BB/BB regimens and rated them according to the adverse effect 
rating scale, with 55 cases recorded for the AA regimen, 60 cases for the R-AA regimen, 100 cases were recorded for the BB regimen, 61 
cases for the R–BB regimen (Tables 4 and 5). 

Children treated with rituximab were more likely to develop grade 3 or higher thrombocytopenia and infection. The incidence of 
thrombocytopenia after AA vs. R-AA was 52.7% vs. 81.7% (p = 0.001), and the incidence of infection after AA vs. R-AA was 30.9% vs. 
58.3% (p = 0.003). The incidence of thrombocytopenia after BB and R–BB was 31.0% and 52.5%, respectively (p = 0.007). 

4. Discussion 

This study revealed that the gap in B-cell lymphopenia between the groups receiving chemotherapy alone and those receiving 
chemotherapy with rituximab significantly narrowed 6 months after the treatment’s conclusion. However, children who received 
rituximab were more prone to maintaining persistently low immunoglobulin concentrations and had a higher risk of experiencing 
grade 3 or higher thrombocytopenia and infections. The limited compliance with the follow-up data submission restricted extended 
analyses, relying on small sample size. 

Rituximab depletes CD20+ B cells [9]. CD20 is present in all B-lineage hematopoietic cells except for the earliest precursor cells, 
pre-B cells, and terminally differentiated antibody-producing plasma cells [10]. While the loss of CD20+ B-cells from rituximab does 
not directly affect plasma cells, this exposure has been linked to transient B-cell depletion in the circulation. Several patients develop 
long-term hypogammaglobulinemia owing to this exposure [2,11,12]. In our study, some children receiving rituximab combination 
chemotherapy continued to have hypogammaglobulinemia even three years after the end of chemotherapy. 

Children with primary immunodeficiency are at an increased risk of developing lymphoma [13]. Primary immunodeficiencies 
(PIDs) are a heterogeneous group of congenital disorders with varying clinical and laboratory manifestations that affect the devel-
opment and/or function of the immune system [14,15]. By contrast, secondary immunodeficiencies (SIDs) decrease the number 
and/or function of immune cells [13]. Decreased antibody levels due to extrinsic factors, such as underlying diseases or side effects of 
certain drugs used to treat hematologic malignancies, are the most common types of SID. However, immunodeficiency is associated 
with a high risk of cancer development [16]. According to registry studies, patients with PID have a 1.4- to 5-fold increased risk of 

Table 4 
Incidence of severe adverse reactions after received protocol AA or R-AA.   

n neutropenia(%) thrombocytopenia(%) mucositis(%) infection(%) 

AA 55 54(98.2%) 29(52.7%) 0(0.0%) 17(30.9%) 
R-AA 60 60(100%) 49(81.7%) 2(3.3%) 35(58.3%) 
P Value  0.478 0.001 0.514 0.003 

AA, AA regimen in the CCCG-BNHL-2015 protocol; R-AA, R-AA regimen in the CCCG-BNHL-2015 protocol. 
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developing cancer compared with the general population [17,18]. Paradoxically, SID, initially diagnosed as a result of extrinsic factors, 
may be partly attributed to the underlying PID. Therefore, in this era of immunomodulatory biologics, it is important to distinguish 
between primary and secondary defects. In the clinical setting, it may be difficult to determine the relationship between PID, SID, and 
hematological malignancies or autoimmunity [19]. Susceptibility to infections, as well as evidence of long-term autoimmune disease 
and immune dysregulation, may indicate PID. Among patients diagnosed with lymphoma, the actual prevalence of primary immu-
nodeficiency remains unknown [20]. Although congenital immunodeficiency was an exclusion criterion in the CCCG-BNHL-2015 trial, 
a small number of patients in our study had an undiagnosed primary immunodeficiency. In our study, some children still had 
hypoimmunoglobulinemia or lymphopenia 1 year after the end of chemotherapy. It is worth exploring whether these children have 
combined primary immunodeficiency, and identifying these children before chemotherapy is a current therapeutic challenge. Pres-
ently, gene sequencing technologies, including next-generation sequencing (NGS) and whole exome sequencing (WES), are becoming 
increasingly mature. The application of these technologies may help identify children with primary immunodeficiency lymphoma 
before initiating chemotherapy [14,21–23]. 

Similar to the findings of the Inter-B-NHL Ritux 2010 trial [3], children’s immune function was largely restored 1 year after the end 
of chemotherapy. Our study increased the data on immune function six months after the end of chemotherapy and showed that there 
was no statistically significant reduction in immune cell counts between the two groups; however, children treated with rituximab 
were more likely to have lower serum IgG levels. This finding suggests that more attention should be paid to detecting serum 
immunoglobulin levels in children treated with rituximab. 

The COG [24] previously reported that rituximab in combination with FAB/LMB96B and C chemotherapy does not increase 
treatment-related toxicity. However, our study demonstrated that the addition of rituximab to the AA regimen resulted in a more 
pronounced decrease in platelet counts and an elevated incidence of infections when compared to the AA regimen alone. Similarly, the 
combination of rituximab with the BB regimen resulted in an increased incidence of infections compared to the BB regimen alone. The 
results of various studies suggest that the incidence of adverse reactions is highly dependent on the drug composition of the backbone 
regimen [4,25,26]. Although rituximab increased the adverse effects of chemotherapy, there was no increase in treatment-related 
deaths [5]. Taken together with the international literature, the safety of rituximab in combination with strong chemotherapy in 
the treatment of aggressive mature B-cell lymphoma/leukemia in children is assured [3,4,27,28]. 

In summary, although rituximab combination chemotherapy is relatively safe, its toxic side effects are still higher than those of 
chemotherapy alone; therefore, clinical indications should be strictly controlled. The need for routine supplementation with intra-
venous immunoglobulins (IVIG) to reduce the risk of infection at the end of treatment should be further explored in subsequent studies. 
The need for routine supplementation with intravenous immunoglobulins after treatment to reduce the risk of infection should be 
further explored in subsequent studies [29]. For children who develop hypoimmunoglobulinemia post-treatment, determining the 
optimal timing to initiate immunoglobulin replacement therapy, and the duration of treatment, and its effectiveness in reducing the 
risk of infection are critical and need close monitoring. In both adult and pediatric clinical studies involving rituximab [11,30], pa-
tients treated with IVIG have been noted to have a likelihood of developing infections, even after contributing to infections such as 
neutropenia, and concomitant immunosuppression. Investigators have suggested that this may be a phenomenon of reverse causation, 
whereby patients at higher risk for infection are more likely to receive IVIG. A randomized clinical trial examining the effect of 
prophylactic IVIG on the incidence of infections in children after rituximab use would provide stronger evidence. 

5. Conclusion 

This is the largest cohort of children at high-risk for aggressive mature B-cell lymphoma/leukemia treated with rituximab in 
combination with intensive chemotherapy in China. Our study revealed that while there was essentially no statistically significant 
difference in the impact on immune function between rituximab combined with chemotherapy and chemotherapy alone six months 
after treatment completion, rituximab may still delay the recovery of immunoglobulins, and its toxicity remains higher than that of 
chemotherapy alone. Hence, its clinical use should be carefully considered and strictly controlled. The need for routine supplemen-
tation with intravenous immunoglobulins at the end of treatment to reduce the risk of infection should be further explored in future 
studies. Prospective studies should be encouraged to better understand how RTX affects immune function and identify children at risk 
of primary immunodeficiency. 

Ethics approval and consent to participate 

The authors confirm that all methods were performed per the ethical standards of the Declaration of Helsinki. This study was 
reviewed and approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of Shanghai Children’s Medical Center (approval number: [SCMCIRB- 

Table 5 
Incidence of severe adverse reactions after chemotherapy received protocol BB or R–BB.   

n neutropenia(%) thrombocytopenia(%) mucositis(%) infection(%) 

BB 100 96(96.0%) 31(31.0%) 30(30.0%) 62(65.2%) 
R–BB 61 60(98.4%) 32(52.5%) 19(31.1%) 43(70.5%) 
P Value  0.402 0.007 0.878 0.272 

BB, BB regimen in the CCCG-BNHL-2015 protocol; R–BB, R–BB regimen in the CCCG-BNHL-2015 protocol. 
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